Cb750 wiring

Stuck in the middle? The stock wiring harness is one of the things you want to strip down to a
minimum. If you take a look at your workshop manual, you can see that the original wiring looks
extensive and complex. There are a lot of different bikes, but when it comes down to
electronics, you can all put them in 2 boxes: fueled by a carburetor or fuel injection. You can
choose for an option without battery and starter kickstarter only. Motorcycle wiring can be a
real pain in the ass, especially when you're not familiar with wiring and electronics just like me!
If you want to simplify the wiring of your bike and your life! This intelligent device functions as
aâ€¦. Please note: this is a list of vintage motorcycles, because we like the old timers best: All
Honda CB-seriesâ€¦. MotoHangar is specialized in customizing and restoring Japanese classics.
For customization, they offer different "packs" to choose from with a fixed price and a standard
set of modifications. Summary of the works: A Honda CB featuring,â€¦. Working on a gpz and
was wonder about wiring coil pickup straight to coil. It got 4 wires from pickup 1 blue 1
yellowish brown and 2 black with white stripes. So questions what to do with the 2 black and
white. I want to go with the kickstart only option on a Honda CM Is there anything I am missing
for it to be functional? Thanks a lot mate. Turning my Guzzi T5 into a Cafe Racer and after a lot
of thought, have decided to ditch the old electrical system and start a new one from scratch.
Will be basing the system on your sketches! So once again thanks and wish me luck! Will those
diagrams work for my 78 cb Having trouble getting my battery to take the charge back. Got
brand new anti gravity batt. Seithed the points out for electronic ignition with Dyna coils. E3
spark plugs with Spiro pro 8 mm wires. All new wire through out. Got a key switch with push
button electric start? Please help. Im just beginning the process of moving the electrics on my
gssx to a tray and want to strip as much away as possible. There is sensor that will not allow
you to start the bike unless the clutch is pulled. Can i remove that without running into any
problems? Basically my question is can i just follow the wires of the things I do not want and
remove them compketely? I appreciate any input. I am installing the m-unit basic on my VFc. No
one shows in any install example of hooking up an electric fuel pump. What is with that? Do you
have a wiring diagram that will use the stock speed sensor? I cannot seem to find anything.
Thanks for the comment and your question. We do not have such a diagram, but it might be
wise to check out the BMW Custom and classic bikes page on facebook and post qour question
there. The simplicity of my wiring problem is exceeded only by my incompetence in anything
electrical. Two wires come from the trigger, the coil stands lonely with a spade connector on
one end, the stator has two wires coming from it â€” one hot and the other appears to be a
ground. Can you help with guidance on what should be wired to what? I have trouble with a
flashlight. A wire grounded out and melted my wiring harness and fuse box! I ordered them and
noticed I have so many unused factory wires and hope this diagram can help me simplify
things. Your email address will not be published. We roll on our readers submissions, so if you
want to show off your custom motorcycle: submit your brew! Thank you for subscribing.
Something went wrong. Skip to main content Skip to secondary menu Skip to primary sidebar
Skip to footer Home Submit your brew! Invested in a MotoGadget M-Unit? Views: Related Posts.
MotoGadget M-Unit Wiring Motorcycle wiring can be a real pain in the ass, especially when
you're not familiar with wiring and electronics just like me! Comments Working on a gpz and
was wonder about wiring coil pickup straight to coil. Good luck! Hi Jake, Thanks! Looking
forward to your finished project. Hello, Thank you for the informative write up. Thank you so
much! Hi Gene! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Footer
BikeBrewers. Photo credits Guest bloggers Newsletter Privacy Advertise. Search The Blog
Search the site Newsletter Signup Sign up and be the first to see new custom bikes! Support the
site. Your contributions keep this site running. Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. News:
Support the site. Home Help Login Register Donate. I hope I can get a little help here. I am
re-building a CBK. The existing wiring harness is missing the connector plug to the ignition
switch. I have found a new connector, but I could use some help to position the wires. I have
two brown wires, a brown with a white stripe, a red and a black wire. Expert Posts: 1, I have a 78
so I won't try to help you since mine might be different. The advice I wanted to offer is that with
the schematic diagram which shows the colors and an ohmmeter, you could check which pin is
which on your switch and make sure that you have the right wires going to the right pins. I
guess what I am saying is that your bike has had the connector cut off and you don't know what
if any other "modifications" have been done by previous owners so it may be best to check
what you actually have rather than just matching up colors. Might be less smoke that way? I
have restored the wiring on the rest of the bike. I am still hoping someone can identify the
wiring pattern for the ignition switch. I have a 74 Johnie Really Old Timer Posts: 8, I have a 74
CB and the spot the ignition switch plugs into the harness is a 4 plug connector. Below is a pic
of the harness end and switch end. I am not sure why you would have a 5 lead connector there?
JPG MoMo Really Old Timer Posts: 8, Ride like you're invisible. Johnie, the 5 plug is for the

newer models, 75 and up. Good point Larry Johnie If you have that connector on the harness
this will be easy. So tell us if you do. OK, so rocker has a 75 titled as a 74 with the different
connector than my K4. Got it I appreciate it guys. It is a 74 but it has the five wires in a 6-pin
plug.. The ignition switch is on the upper triple tree and not on the frame under the gas tank.
Unfortunately there is no connector on the end of the harness here. Each of the wires has the
cheap fast crimp wire ends crimped on them. Here is a picture. In this picture you can see that I
have pulled the ignition and it is just sitting on the engine so I can work on it. I do have a new
connector coming. I have the wires plugged in but I haven't tried them out as i was hoping I
could get some help from you all before I turned it on. If anyone had a picture of the back of the
ignition plug that would give me the info that I need to set the pins. You might want to try this
guy. Posts: 6, I am going to give you the answer but you really need to buy a Clymer's
workshop manual. Then you could easily look this up. You have the wrong ignition switch. You
have a F model ignition switch. It is much more complex in its internal set up. Speedo
lights,turn signals, etc. Only 3 fuses!! Tail lights- head lights -and main fuse. I wish ALL bikes
and cars could be this simple. If I was you I would just get a K model switch and plug and play.
TwoTired Really Old Timer Posts: 21, The switch model you are using wasn't introduced to US
markets until F models. Could have been bought as Early as September with new model
introduction. I have a spare wire harness from a 77 CBK that used the same switch and has
standard Honda color code wires. I noted the wire colors in the harness to correspond to your
switch plug below in blue. Honda was smart in putting the red power supply wire in a center
position. So even if you wire the outer pins wrong it shouldn't hurt anything, it just won't work
right, allowing a later swap to correct function. I haven't tested this, though. I should note
though, that your wiring may be custom and not follow Honda convention. I say this because
the two browns are normally connected together in the harness. You could check continuity
between them to verify that hasn't been modified. Quote from: nwrocker on February 15, , pm.
Thanks for the info. My motorcycle battery is now dead so I will have to charge it up and try out
the wiring pattern. The conversation about it being a F model is mystifying. The title says it is a
with a vin making it a K4. The ignition, gauges and upper triple tree all fit together. The unit
bolts to the triple tree and the locking bolt would hit a weld on the front frame tube to keep the
forks from turning. It's hard to believe a 74 K model would have that feature. Does the VIN tag
number match the number stamped into the frame's headstock on the opposite side? Hope you
get the wiring sorted. Patrick Expert Posts: 1, I am not sure how helpful this will be, but I will
offer it anyway. The black wire is the power to the rest of the bike. It then goes back to the
swqitch where it also powers the br wire. It is NOT powered by the switch. The br wire runs the
taillight. It runs only from the switch. The switch connects r to b. The parking feature second
notch on the switch connects the red to br only. SMF 2. This pictorial diagram shows us a
physical connection that is much easier to understand in an electrical circuit or system. An
electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections, indicating their relative positions. The
use of this Array can be positively recognized in a production project or in solving electrical
problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even derail electrical plans. The layout
facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and
implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making repairs. It shows whether the
installation has been appropriately designed and implemented while confirming the safety
regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position and arrangement of devices
and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the device. This is unlike a
schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components interconnections on the diagram
usually does not correspond to the components physical locations in the finished device. A
pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a
more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over physical appearance. Coils For
Honda Cb Wiring Diagram show the circuit flow with its impression rather than a genuine
representation. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair or examine
a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented with the
help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal lines.
However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Coils For Honda Cb
Wiring Diagram The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing
electrical circuits and implementing them. Notice: During this worldwide fight against COVID we
continue shipping orders daily with a limited workforce performing daily workplace sanitization

to prevent the spread of this disease. Thank you for your support during this time and we hope
you and your family stay safe. Hide Categories. Instructions Product Search. For Electrical Parts
- Please see our Terms of Service located at the bottom left hand corner of every page. Add to
Cart. Dynatek Charge Monitor. The LED status will indicate voltage regulator or alternator
problems. The Dyna Charge Monitor is a valuable addition to vehicles with a battery ignition and
a charge system as found on nearly all stock vehicles. The Charge Monitor allows easy
determination of the operational state of the charging system with a quick glance at the
indicator LED's. When the right most red LED is on the battery is being overcharged due to a
faulty voltage regulator. When the green LED is on, the battery is being charged at a normal
voltage. When the left most red LED is on, the battery voltage is getting very low and the charge
circuit or battery is failing. High quality made in the USA. Comes with a one year warranty
through the manufacturer. Part : Dynatek Dyna S Ignition System. The Dyna S is a complete
self-contained electronic ignition system built with the latest state-of-the-art engineering. This is
the same ignition used by top racers over the past 2 decades. The Dyna S is completely housed
behind the ignition cover and uses a magnetic rotor with the original spark advancer, so the
factory advance curve is maintained. Increases power and reduces vibration, backfiring and
intake reversion, especially on engines with radical cam timing. Front and rear cylinder timing
may be set individually. Perfect for hot dual-plugged engines. The Dyna S ignition is a time
proven solution to the basic ignition and trigger needs of the modern motorcycle. The Dyna S is
the standard of performance and reliability. Very high quality made in the USA. This ignition can
be used with your stock coils or any other coils 3 ohms or higher. Includes instructions and
comes with a one year warranty through Dynatek. The Dyna Digital Performance Ignition
represents a breakthrough in motorcycle ignition flexibility. The Dyna system consists of a state
of the art microprocessor controlled ignition module along with an adjustable Dyna dual sensor
crank trigger. For the first time you can actually set the ignition timing to what you want to
maximize engine performance. A number of different advance curve modes and a broad range
rev limiter lets you tailor the ignition to your needs. Up to a 7 horsepower increase! This is a
very high quality kit that will increase the performance of your bike! Made in the USA. Includes
the Dyna unit, complete wiring harness, ignition plate unit with rotor and full instructions.
Comes with a one year warranty from Dynatek. Includes the Dyna unit, complete wiring harness,
ignition plate unit with rotor and full instructions, 2X coils, Dynatek spark plug wire set. Ignition
unit comes with a one year warranty from Dynatek. Includes the Dyna unit, complete wiring
harness, ignition plate unit with rotor and full instructions, 2X Dynatek 3 Ohm coils, Dynatek
spark plug wire set. Includes Hardware and Instructions. Comes with a one year warranty
through Dynatek. Wires are 4' Length cut to your needed length. All wires are supplied with
finished spark plug boot ends and loose coil terminals to allow the final length to be determined
by the user. Wires feature a solid copper core for use on older vehicles where electrical
interference is not an issue. These high tech, top quality coils are made in the USA and are
designed for maximum performance. They produce spark voltages in excess of 30, volts and
spark energies second to none. Dyna Coils work with point ignitions, aftermarket electronic
ignitions and factory electronic ignitions. Before selecting a coil check the coil primary
resistance requirements as specified by the manufacturer of the ignition being used before
purchasing. When choosing the right coil for your bike, never select a coil with a lower
resistance than your ignition system. Will work with Dyna Style Coils only , or Ignition Coil
Bracket Set. Replaces OEM Features a high grade polished finish and includes coil mounting
hardware. Plug and Play Easy Install. Primary 4. Performance Dual Output Ignition Coil - 3.
Requires 7 mm Dia. High tension spark plug wires order separate and 5K OHM spark plug caps.
Do not operate or apply power to the ignition system with one or both spark plugs
disconnected. Performance Dual Output Ignition Coil - 5. Ultimate High Output Coil not for
points systems This coil is not suitable as a replacement coil as it is not compatible with points.
Dual output coils do not have polarity, so power feed wires can go to either terminal. This coil
produces 82, volts to the spark plugs for a hotter and longer lasting spark for faster starts,
better fuel economy and more power. Replacement coil tower Caps and Seals set. Spark Plug
Wire Set 4pc. Silicone rubber casing. Each pc. Fits: to stock coils or Aftermarket Performance
coils. Performance 7mm. This is the clamp that holds the ignition coil in place. Note: We offer an
ignition switch nut tool to easily loosen or tighten the ignition switch nut without causing
damage to the switch Part : Ignition Switch Nut Tool, used to loosen and tighten the ignition
switch nut properly without causing any damage to the switch. Honda Ignition Switch Base unit
repair Kit including base cover. Chrome Universal Ignition Switch Bracket. Switch hole is Fits to
our Sold Separate Part : Adds a Solid HP to your Bike! Contact Point Set 1pc. Contact Point
Screws Pk. Haynes Electrical Techbook From basic electrical theory to complex electronic
systems, this manual meets the needs of the professional and amateur technician. All

motorcycle electrical equipment fully explained. An information source for practicing
technicians. Over illustrations throughout the techbook. The clearly presented text is fully
illustrated with photo's and diagrams. Clearly captioned step by step pictures show precisely
how to perform tasks. Features sections on - ignition and combustion explained, spark plug
types and construction, ignition: magnetos, coil and battery, CDI, transistor and digital, fuel
injection and engine management, alternators, DC generators and starters, batteries, lighting
and signalling, braking and traction control systems, electrical fault finding and practical testing
and test equipment. Replaces OEM This is a new cover designed and produced like the ones
from the 70's that aren't made anymore. This cover is delivered in as-cast condition. As such,
Sandblasting, painting, or powder coating will be required if you want a look other then the cast
aluminum look. As delivered it is a close match for an original patina engine. High quality CNC
machined cover made in the U. Points Cover Screws Set of 2. Notice: During this worldwide
fight against COVID we continue shipping orders daily with a limited workforce performing daily
workplace sanitization to prevent the spread of this disease. Thank you for your support during
this time and we hope you and your family stay safe. Hide Categories. Instructions Product
Search. Add to Cart. Haynes Electrical Techbook From basic electrical theory to complex
electronic systems, this manual meets the needs of the professional and amateur technician. All
motorcycle electrical equipment fully explained. An information source for practicing
technicians. Over illustrations throughout the techbook. The clearly presented text is fully
illustrated with photo's and diagrams. Clearly captioned step by step pictures show precisely
how to perform tasks. Features sections on - ignition and combustion explained, spark plug
types and construction, ignition: magnetos, coil and battery, CDI, transistor and digital, fuel
injection and engine management, alternators, DC generators and starters, batteries, lighting
and signalling, braking and traction control systems, electrical fault finding and practical testing
and test equipment. Part : SALE: You do not have JavaScript enabled. In order to enjoy all the
features of CB Help Keep me logged in. Results 1 to 9 of 9. Thread: Wiring Custom Speedo and
Tach. Looks easy enough to wire, the speedo included a wiring diagram. But its a LED backlit
speedo that only has one connection for power to the backlight. The wiring diagram in the
owner's manual for the bike shows it has power supplied to two lights for the speedo, two lights
for the tach, and one light for the odometer. So the instrument cluster has 5 total power wire for
backlights. So what the heck do I do? Do I use just one of the five positive wires to the one
power wire on the new speedo and tape off the rest of them? And then same for the tach? So I'd
be using 2 of the total 5 wires, one to power the backlight of the speedo and one to power the
backlight of the tach, then tape off the other 3 power wire and their negatives? Also, the speedo
has one indicator light on it for turn signals. But the current inst cluster has individual right and
left turn signal indicators. I assume that i wire both the right and left turn signal indicator
positive wires to the one individual turn signal indicator on the new speedo? Here is the pic of
the wiring diagram of the new speedo. I can take a pic of the wiring diagram in the owner's
manual of the bike too if that helps. Last edited by jacksondee; at PM. Reason: added link to
speedo. How did you fair out with this install? Im currently looking into getting a set of digital
guages for
toyota hiace oil change
p0302 pt cruiser
aveo2011
my '82 nighthawk Found this. Hope it helps. If that is a Chinese gauge set there will be no help
there Originally Posted by amc That did nothing to change my answer I have 5 CBs and none
have gauges like that. The wiring color codes can change from year to year and model to model
even though Honda has been one of the better OEMs about keeping the colors the same for
more than one year. That cannot go on forever. I ran down a couple wire colors based on the
back of the gauges and they don't match DOHC color codes Even the top pic clashes with itself,
one unit shows a bright indicator and ONE turn and the other shows TWO turns and no bright,
no way will those color codes be the same there By Stone Blue in forum Electrical. Replies: 7
Last Post: , PM. Replies: 0 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 1 Last Post: , PM. Better wiring diagram?
Re-wiring By Jim Reagan in forum Electrical. Replies: 1 Last Post: , AM. Bookmarks Bookmarks
Digg del. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All rights reserved.

